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Abstract – Cloud computing is now days coming out of field 

because of its doing a play, high able to use, low price. In the cloud 

many services are on condition that to the client by cloud. 

Knowledge for computers store is main future that cloud Service 

provides to the companies to store very great amount of place for 

storing amount of room. But still many companies are not ready 

to give effect to cloud computing technology needing payment to 

exist without of right safety control agreement and feebleness in 

system of care for trade which lead to many questioning in cloud 

computing .. The main ends of this paper are, 1) To put a stop to 

knowledge for computers way in from not with authority way in, 

it offer a made distribution design to make ready safety of the 

facts in cloud. This could be achieved by using homomorphism 

things like money with made distribution verification of erasure-

coded facts. 2) offered design through being without error stores 

the knowledge for computers and takes to be the same the any 

tamper at the cloud server.3) And also acts some of the tasks like 

knowledge for computers changing knowledge, taking out, 

joining. This paper also provides a process to keep from Collusion 

attacks of computer adjustment by not with authority users. The 

offered techniques is been putting into effect and results are made 

clear at the under. 

Index Terms – Cloud computing, Authentication, homomorphism 

token, Collusion attacks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is the most desire by right and coming out of 

technology throughout the earth. Cloud computing is an 

internet based computer technology. Some of the Major firms 

like Amazon, Microsoft and Google have gave effect to the 

CLOUD and have been using it to rate of motion up their 

business. Cloud computing has given a new measure to the 

complete getting work done by others ring (SaaS, PaaS and 

IaaS) and they give ever cheaper powerful processor with these 

computing buildings and structure design The chief thing that 

a computer does is to store in the ready (to be used) space and 

get back information whenever requested by the made certain 

user. The one who does things first of Cloud computing person 

offering goods (for money), (example) Amazon S3 is place for 

storing for the internet. Amazon S3 provides a simple net 

services connection that can be used to store and get back any 

amount of facts, at any time, from anywhere on the net. It also 

lets one that makes to way in the highly scalable, safe, good, 

secure, fast, cheap roads and systems that Amazon uses to run 

its own complete network of net building lands. From the 

viewpoint of knowledge for computers safety, which has 

always been an important point of view of quality of Service, 

Cloud computing certainly puts forward new hard safety being, 

saying violent behavior for number of 

2. CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing is a computing example, where a greatly 

sized business ring of systems are connected in private or 

public networks, to make ready with motion scalable base 

structure for application, facts and text record storing of goods. 

With the month before birth day of Christ of this technology, 

the price of computation, application hosting, what is in place 

for storing and things taken round to is made lower, less 

importantly. Cloud computing is an useful move near to 

experience straight to price benefits and it has the possible & 

unused quality to make great change a knowledge for 

computers middle from a capital-intensive organization to a not 

fixed in value priced general condition. The idea of cloud 

computing is based on a very deep principal of reusability of it 

powers. The difference that cloud computing takes made a 

comparison to old and wise ideas of a quality common to a 

group of network computing, made distribution computing, 

utility computing, or autonomic computing is to widen sky-line 

across to do with organization division lines. 
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Fig 1: General Cloud System 

More and more, small businesses are moving to cloud 

computing, signing up with Cloud Service givers that make not 

simple applications more cheap as well as frame for events up 

their own accounts with public social thing by which something 

is done sites like facebook. The general direction is made likely 

by Microsoft in its global SMB Cloud Adoption make 

observations about 2011, which discovered that 49% of small 

businesses hope for to sign up for at least one cloud Service in 

the next three years. Although cloud computing can offer small 

businesses important cost-saving helps, the Service does come 

with certain safety dangers. The top five safety has a part in 

cloud computing are: safe facts give property in law, safe 

software connections, safe stored knowledge for computers, 

given authority user way in and facts separating. These dangers 

should be talked in public before making public the cloud 

knowledge for computers to its computers and applications. 

Cloud computing offers small businesses too many benefits to 

let go out of hand a.Cloud Characteristics  

The important five characteristics of cloud computing includes 

[3]: 

1) Service on demand: This property involves valid customers 

using a web site or similar control panel interface to provision 

computing resources such as additional computers, network 

bandwidth or user email accounts, without requiring human 

interaction between customers and the Cloud Service Provider. 

2) Internetworking: The internetworking enable the customers 

to access computing resources over networks such as the 

internet from a broad range of computing devices such as 

laptops and smart phones. 

3) Virtualization of resources: This characteristic of 

virtualization involves the vendors using shared computing 

resources to provide cloud services to multiple customers. 

Virtualization and multi-tenancy mechanisms are typically 

used to both segregate and protect each customer and their data 

from other customers, and to make it appear to customer that 

they are the only user of a shared computer or software 

application. 

4) Flexible processing: This property enables the rapid and 

automatic increase and decrease to the amount of available 

computer processing, storage and network bandwidth as 

required by customer demand. 

5) Pay-for-use service: This pay – for - use service make 

customers only pay for the computing resources that they 

actually use, and being able to monitor their usage. This is 

analogous to household use of utilities such as electricity. 

3. CLOUD SECURITY 

Cloud computing offers possible & unused quality benefits like 

price savings and got better business outcomes for the business 

business houses. However, there are a range of cloud 

knowledge for computers safety dangers that need to be 

carefully thought out as. Dangers will (make, become, be) 

different depending on the sensitivity of the knowledge for 

computers to be stored or processed, and how the selected 

Cloud Service giver has instrumented their special cloud 

Services. The undertakings are looking toward cloud 

computing sky-line to increase in size their on-premises roads 

and systems, but most cannot have enough the danger of risking 

the safety of their applications and facts. Security position on 

scale first as the greatest physical acts offer or Issue of cloud 

computing. Security and right not to be public act on the 

complete cloud computing mass with one on top of another, 

since there is an of great mass, size use of third-party services 

and basic buildings that are used to man giving food, room and 

so on important knowledge for computers or to act operations 

that are very full of danger.  

 

Fig:2 end user access 
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United, as a body companies and individuals are had a part in 

about how safety and compliance true, good nature can be said 

(thing is true) in this new general condition. As cloud 

computing goes round many technologies including networks, 

knowledge-bases, operating systems, virtualization, resource 

scheduling, transaction management, load balancing, 

concurrency control and memory business managers, there are 

a great number of safety issues for cloud computing. as an 

outcome of that, safety issues for many of these systems and 

technologies are able to be used to cloud computing.  

The important keys to safety of cloud computing goes round 

safety, secretly, right,truth, right not to be public and true, good 

nature of the knowledge for computers stored in cloud. Security 

says something about to secretly, true, good nature and able to 

use, which unnatural position Major issues for Cloud Service 

givers. Secretly says something about to limiting cloud 

knowledge for computers way in and Disclosure to given 

authority users and putting a stop to way in by or Disclosure to 

not with authority ones. underpinning the end, purpose of 

secretly are checking to make certain methods like user-IDs 

and secret words that uncommonly make out a facts system's 

users, and supporting control methods that limit each taken to 

be user's way in to the facts system's useable things. True, good 

nature says something about to the believeable of cloud facts 

useable things. It includes the idea of knowledge for computers 

true, good nature, namely, that facts have not been changed 

inappropriately, whether by smash or purposely. True, good 

nature of cloud knowledge for computers includes only process 

of making safe without Corruption of whatever was sent or 

entered into the system. Able to use says something about to 

the able to use of cloud facts. Able to use, like other aspects of 

safety, may be acted-on by only special to some science or 

trade issues (e.g. a going wrong part of a computer or making 

connections apparatus), natural events (e.g. wind or water), or 

to do with man causes (by-chance or on purpose). One help of 

cloud computing is that client software safety does not need to 

be put into force (operation) as strictly as before. This point of 

view has a part in the view of cloud computing as software as 

a Service, as it becomes more important to make certain safety 

of facts give property in law rather than an old and wise safe 

application living wheeled machine. 

4. CRYPTOGRAPHY BASED CLOUD COMPUTING 

The cloud computing model for delivering computing services 

offers less expensive access to a variety of standardized 

services from various providers. But after outsourcing a service 

to the cloud, the owner no longer controls the platform on 

which the service runs. The user is bound to trust the Cloud 

Service Provider for Correctness, Privacy, and Integrity of its 

data and computations. Cryptographic mechanisms can reduce 

such trust by allowing the user to protect its data and 

computations, as well as to verify aspects of remote 

computation [11]. As with other hosted services, data 

protection is an issue when considering cloud computing. The 

main data protection risks to the cloud data are loss of data by 

third-party service providers, unauthorized access to the cloud 

data, malicious activities targeting Cloud Service Provider and 

poor internal IT security compromising data protection. Before 

introducing a cloud computing system, a risk assessment of 

these hazards and their potential impact on the data should be 

carried out [12]. High levels of data protection are necessary 

for cloud applications, and the associated security measures 

have to be taken to protect the private data on the cloud from 

these risks. This paper addresses the following areas of risks in 

cloud computing. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a more effective and distributed two level 

security scheme to address the data storage security issue in 

cloud computing. As it rely on the asymmetric cryptography 

for protecting user data including encryption prior to storage, 

user authentication procedures prior to storage or retrieval, and 

building secure channels for data transmission, this method 

achieves the Reliability, Authenticity and Integrity of the cloud 

data. This approach of security model is expected to provide 

more security to user’s data in cloud computing during storage 

and against unauthorized data modification attacks. 
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